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From Marine Scientist to Engagement Journalist:
Reflections, Successes and the Future of Climate Journalism
By Diara J. Townes
It's a conclusive fact: climate change is the crisis of our lifetime. No need to go into any
more detail there, right? Everyone’s on board with that fact?
Unfortunately, from America’s social networking platforms to the White House, that is
not the case. Why do people have doubts about the cause of rising sea levels, longer
droughts and stronger storms when the science is so clear?
I hoped to understand and address this quandary by leveraging the methodology and
approach of the social journalism program at the Craig Newmark Graduate School of
Journalism at the City University of New York when I enrolled in August 2018.

Why Climate?
Before I started the program, I was a marine and environmental scientist. I researched
the effectiveness of anesthetics for various fish species at the Marine Biological
Laboratory in Woods Hole. I also used innovative education techniques to communicate
oceanography, conservation biology and estuary science at aquariums along the eastern
seaboard.
One of the most important learns from my time as a science educator was the genuine
interest people had. They wanted to know more about the natural world and their roles
and responsibilities to it.
I understood how important it was to communicate science in a way people could take
home and share with others. As a graduate journalism student, I wanted to understand
why people second-guessed science.

Dueling Efforts
When I joined the social journalism program, I initially focused on how I could connect
climate scientists with climate skeptics. I learned in the first semester courses of
Community Engagement and Social Media Tools that not all communities are physically
present or have uniform online social behaviors.

My engagement work began online with climate skeptics and offline with New York
City’s environmental activist community. I leaned into my curiosity around climate
science doubt using platforms like Reddit, YouTube and Twitter to locate the most
prominent online voices. I also attended rallies, protests and lobbying events to build
my relationship with citizens and activists in New York. I wanted to know more about
the sources of information both groups used, and what motivated them to post online
and act offline, respectively.
After joining an active, 21,000 member-deep climate change skeptic Facebook group, I
worked on developing an observational, ethnographic understanding of the digital
community. I asked both closed and open-ended qualitative questions. I participated in
polls and commented on posts. I learned that members got their information from
YouTube and Reddit rather than from
‘biased’ mainstream sources or
government sites.
Simultaneously, I built in-person
relationships with dozens in New York
City’s climate activist, public health, legal
and scientific communities. I met climate
organizer Patrick Houston of New York
Communities for Change, a nonprofit
advocacy group that focuses on social issues
from criminal justice to food insecurity. I
connected with WEACT for Environmental
Justice, a 30-year-old environmental
advocacy group based in Harlem. WEACT’s
community organizers, communications director and co-founder all shared with me the
big picture issues of climate and environmental injustice, and how they used city, federal
and institutional data and research to inform their actions.
The skeptic community, on the other hand, believed scientists made thousands if not
millions of dollars by publishing reports and presenting their ‘falsified findings’ at
conferences. It’s a fringe belief that many members saw as credible. Grant-writing and
other methods of compensation in science aren’t well-known to the public. It wasn’t an
impossible jump to see how a few individuals could manipulate facts into fiction and
spread rumors about ‘biased research.’

As a scientist, it was unnerving to hear that thousands of Americans think climate
scientists change data to align with corporate or political motives. The budding
journalist in me wanted to hear from scientists and how they approached the issue.
I spoke with Allegra LeGrande, a research scientist at NASA Goddard Institute for Space
Studies, and I emailed with Gavin Schmidt, a climate scientist, climate communicator
and NASA GISS’s Director.
I learned from these scientists, community organizers and advocates that they don’t
speak with skeptics and deniers (with the exception of Dr. Schmidt). They’d rather focus
their time and effort on climate solutions rather than roadblocks.

A Necessary Pivot
By November, I asked the Facebook climate skeptic group what they thought about the
flat earth theory following a documentary I watched earlier that month.
When some members responded with reasonable answers, I followed up with a
statement along the lines of: “why is it okay to believe in the science that supports a
round earth but not the science that supports climate change?”
In minutes I was banned from the group by the admins for violating the rules. I was
accused of calling those members climate science deniers. While I didn’t think I broke a
rule, it was clear I tripped up.
I weighed finding another online group or an offline skeptic community to meet up with
to continue my research and relationship-building. But I also took a minute to consider
what it was I was trying to do; if scientists didn’t want to connect with skeptics, and
skeptics were busily blocking the facts, ignoring the truth and even doxxing climate
scientists, what could I do to effectively bridge that gap?
Additionally, I had to grapple with the issue of media manipulation of fringe beliefs as
outlined at the 2018 Online News Association conference session by danah boyd. I
didn’t want to promote information or conversations that have a negative impact on the
public and on truth.
I acknowledged that perhaps this community would need more time and more robust
impact assessment than what I could offer. After considering these concerns, I decided
that the best option was to move on.

A Second Wind
By the beginning of the second semester, I double-downed on my connections with
climate activists to better understand what their needs were and how social journalism
could help address them.
I joined WEACT, attended their monthly membership meetings and participated in their
events. I started researching issues regarding public health, extreme heat, air pollution
and water quality. I interviewed local representatives, went to events by the New York
City Panel on Climate Change, New York Academy of Sciences and the New York
Academy of Medicine. I furthered my understanding of the intersectionality of climate,
environment and city planning by attending community board meetings, and civic
group events.
As part of my Advanced Reporting class, I produced an audio project covering public
health and community activism in Washington Heights and the Bronx. During that
same time, I was in the Gifs, Memes and Animation class. I used this as an opportunity
to produce a short social video covering asthma in the South Bronx. I shared this on my
Instagram and on my newly created Facebook group, The NYC Environmental Concerns
Discussion Group.
I managed to leverage some of the techniques from our Data Skills course,and published
a Medium piece on asthma rates and heat across New York City.
Even as the semester came to a close and I began my summer internship with CNN’s
Headline News — Specials team, I still didn’t feel like I had my community nailed
down. I knew I wanted to focus on climate and health, but I was sure what I could do in
this sector. The community was difficult to pinpoint because New Yorkers who suffer
from high asthma rates and don’t have air-conditioning at home or access to a nearby
cooling center, for example, were not uniform in age, race, culture, language or income,
nor were they specific to any area of the city. I wasn’t sure how I could properly assess
the information needs of a community in Mott Haven without addressing the needs of
those in Flushing Meadows.
I soon made another important pivot.

With Our Powers Combined
While I covered the rallies and protests by the climate activist community during the
second semester, I would occasionally see other Newmark J-school students reporting
there, too, including my classmate Lakshmi Sivadas. We both reported on the Williams

fracked gas pipeline protest and the youth climate movement as they started up their
actions in March.
We met, individually, with Terry Parris Jr., one of our reporting professors from the first
semester and one-half of our spring semester Metrics and Outcomes professors. He saw
the overlap of our community engagement and reporting work as well, and suggested
that we connect. By June, we were attending the same protests and environmental
events pretty routinely. It made sense to combine our efforts.
Our original plan was to have two projects. One was on the Rockaways whose residents
were protesting the Williams Pipeline. I learned from Lakshmi that they were dealing
with long-term recovery issues from
Hurricane Sandy as well.
The other community was the youth
climate movement. Six months after
Greta Thunberg’s School Strike for
Climate action in August of 2018, tens
of thousands of kids protested across
the city on Friday, March 15. The speed
of their climb in numbers was
astounding, something WEACT and
New York Communities for Change
recognized, too.
By August 2019, New York’s youth
climate community held almost a
dozen actions, with Lakshmi and
myself reporting on many of them,
either on Medium or via social. I
joined their planning committee, and
supported their press and
communications teams. This was my
way of connecting, listening and
engaging with the teenagers leading this movement. It led to interviews with core
members and in-depth insight into youth-powered community organizing.
Our initial practicum proposal was hosting a design-thinking workshop so the students
could build connections with established environmental groups like WEACT. The youth

organizers were concerned about losing media coverage, momentum and focus as the
summer ended. However, our efforts quickly proved unnecessary.
Greta Thunberg sailed across the ocean and joined their actions leading up to the
September 20th Global Climate Strike in downtown Manhattan. The teens saw their
numbers and media coverage skyrocket. Vogue, Vice, CNN, PBS, NHK and dozens of
other media outlets swarmed the movement. Some of the core members had their
images on billboards, in national commercials, and on million-follower Instagrams.
They’d spoken at City Hall, at the United Nations and even on the concert stage for the
Global Citizen Festival alongside Leonardo DiCaprio.
Local environmental orgs soon reached out to the youth organizers themselves,
effectively neutralizing our workshop goals. By early October, we elected to take a step
back from the youth climate movement. While I was reluctant to do so, I felt that we had
served the students to the best of our ability in the six months we had invested in
building relationships and addressing their challenges.

My Community
With President Donald Trump actively drawing back environmental regulations meant
to protect Americans, and pulling the nation out of the Paris Accords, the need to adjust
to a shifting climate is falling on cities. How governments prepare their citizens for a
radically different climate is critically important, as the approaching deadlines for
actions outlined by the United Nations and highly reputable scientific and academic
institutions have determined.
When Hurricane Sandy made landfall in New York City on October 29, 2012, hundreds
of thousands of residents who live in the Rockaways were left in isolation for weeks. The
Atlantic Ocean experienced a storm surge of over 12 feet, breaching the peninsula, just
as the Jamaica Bay surged from the north, effectively flooding whole neighborhoods
"I heard this gush of water. I looked out the window - all these waves kept coming,
kept coming, kept coming and the water just kept rising,” said Sonia Moise. “I have a six
foot fence around my house, and I couldn't see the fences."
The basement and first floor of Moise's home was lost when 'the ocean met the bay,' a
phrase Lakshmi Sivadas and I heard often when we began our engagement work for our
practicum earlier in the summer.

Rock the Boat
The day after a July 3rd Times Square youth climate protest against the fast fashion
industry, Lakshmi and I traveled down to the Rockaways for the first time together. This
is when I met Moise and Wanda Warren, community board members, and Lisa George a
manager for State Senator James Sanders office, three women who changed my
understanding around the impact of Hurricane Sandy.
We learned about what happened
immediately after the storm, how they didn’t
have power or heat for months.
They shared some of their biggest concerns,
seven years later, such as the financial costs
to rebuilding with the city’s faulty recovery
programs of Rapid Repair and Build it Back
as shown in the image of the boarded up
home in Arverne.
This was news to me, considering the official
message from city officials was how great
and fast the recovery was, and how quickly
areas like Manhattan returned to normalcy
weeks after Sandy.
Armed with these personal experiences,
Lakshmi and I dug in. We pulled recovery
and resiliency reports from the city, the state
and the federal government. We learned of the racial disparity of the 120,000 people
who lived on the peninsula during Hurricane Sandy. We made it a goal to connect with
community members as well as organizers, officials and academics to build out our
landscape analysis.
“Half of the peninsula is very low-income and the other half is very wealthy and the
difference is very visible even as you drive down,” said Julie Schroeger, of the Rockaway
Waterfront Alliance, now known as RISE (Rockaway Initiative for Sustainability and
Equity).
On the western half of the region, which includes Rockaway Beach, Belle Harbor and
Breezy Point, 78% of residents are white. This area received help faster than other areas
of the peninsula after the storm. This was confirmed by citizens who lived there that we

spoke with during a civic meeting. They do, however, still have climate resiliency
concerns, such as permanent protection from storm surges and beach erosion along the
oceanside.
Now the Eastern half of the peninsula- which includes Arverne, Edgemere and Far
Rockaway, is 67% black or Hispanic. Not only was immediate help slower to reach them,
these residents are still waiting for recovery and rebuilding efforts to fully take off. We
saw firsthand the dilapidated infrastructure and in-progress reconstruction of homes,
again seven years since the storm hit.

Hearing Voices
Across the Rockaways, Sandy damaged half of the buildings in the area, much of it from
flooding. Average water depth was reported at four feet high, with some 31% of
buildings experiencing flood waters above four feet. To confirm resident experiences, we
connected with research institutions, read through university studies and filed FOILs to
get additional data.
Researcher Helen Cheng with the Science and Resilience Institute at Jamaica Bay,
shared how concerns of increased tidal flooding along the northern barrier of the
peninsula were a direct result of Hurricane Sandy’s storm surge impact on Jamaica Bay.
We spoke with Thomas Eisele, the Senior Policy Advisor with the mayor’s Office of
Recovery and Resiliency, and Thaddeus Pawlowski, a former New York City Office of
Emergency Management employee, who both detailed the city’s complicated housing
recovery operations.
“They had to build this corporation overnight, with hundreds of employees. It was just
an organizational nightmare,” said Pawlowski of the city’s Build it Back program.
Jeremy Jones, the current president of the Rockaway Beach Civic Association (RBCA)
whom Lakshmi met during the spring semester, invited us to their monthly meeting in
early October to present our idea of a centralized website that could help address the
recovery and resiliency issues for the peninsula. We learned from Lou Simon, a
Rockaway Beach resident, whose home and business were both lost during Sandy, was
still fighting with the city to get them rebuilt. We met a local school administrator who
shared how one elementary school was still receiving heat from a mobile generator.
The feedback and insight we collected from the twenty or so residents was both plentiful
and enlightening. They confirmed our findings and shared that they would be interested
in a website that hosted information dealing with issues as a result of the storm. They

wanted visibility into long-term projects and we wanted to give local media outlets
insight into Rockaway recovery and resiliency.

Powerful Prototypes
We developed our prototype communication tool for Jeremy Caplan’s Startup Sprint
course with the dual goals of collecting data and building relationships with residents.
We asked volunteers
during a dune
re-planting event one
October Saturday
morning to fill out a
brief survey that asked
about their post-Sandy
experience. Many
shared with us that
they knew people who
were either still
dealing or had some
experience with the
city’s Build it Back
program, such as
homeowners being cited and fined for building code violations caused by inexperienced
city contractors.
We met Dekendra Dazzell, the Constituent Liaison for State Senator James Sanders’
office, at the RBCA meeting. We stayed in contact with her, and later attended another
event by State Senator Sanders for Rockaway landlords. We brought our flyers and
surveys we created and shared them with the handful of attendees there. We also met up
with George who invited us to the monthly meeting of her own association, The Heart of
Rockaway Civic (THoR).
The beginning of the final semester focused our efforts even more. We narrowed our
practicum to address the issues of recovery and resiliency. Lakshmi filed three FOILs
with the mayor’s office so we could gather a better picture through data on rebuilding
efforts. As of December 17th, we are still waiting for the city to provide this critical
information.

The Numbers Speak
By the time we presented our practicum on December 10, we’d visited the Rockaways
about four times a month. The data, as shown below, is a result of direct community
engagement during October and November.

The office of State Senator James Sanders sent our survey link in a constituent-wide
email blast, bringing in an online respondent as well as a direct email from a resident
who I later interviewed. We visited the Far Rockaway Library in mid-October where we
met the librarian.
While she didn’t want to be quoted or have her picture taken, she shared a lot about the
post-Sandy troubles and trauma experienced by this largely black and Caribbean
immigrant community. She connected us with a former Build it Back city official who’s
interested in sharing more about the program when we interview her in the new year.
When we visited the library a second time in late November, we connected with more
staff members and patrons to get direct feedback on our website. We spoke with a dozen
visitors who shared their thoughts on the city’s Sandy response, and what we could do
better, should include, or could remove on the website such as fewer words on the
homepage.
Following our presentation at THoR meeting in mid-October, George connected us with
Yvaine Gibbs of the advocacy group Rockaway Call to Action. During the last week of

October, Lakshmi and I interviewed Gibbs and Pastor David Cockfield of Battalion
Pentecostal Assembly Church.
Together they are empowering the congregation that resides in Far Rockaway to get
their homes properly repaired by the city, and we, in coordination with them, will
interview a half dozen of
their members.
We were also invited by the
Pastor, pictured left, to
present this idea and our
website during their
November 6 member
meeting. Given the vocal and
emotionally-charged
response we received, it’s
clear that the trauma has yet
to subside for this black,
immigrant community.
Our goal is to capture this trauma inflicted as a result of the city’s Build it Back program.
We also recognize that this is a sensitive issue for these residents. We intend to move at
a pace that these residents are comfortable with.
During this same time, I interviewed the NYC Department of Emergency Management
Assistant Commissioner of Planning and Preparedness Meg Pribram. We wanted to
create an additional resource guide for the community, while being clear that it’s not
intended to meet approaching storm concerns.
We plugged the gathered information into an automated communication platform called
Dexter, which we learned how to use in our Design and Development course.
The city’s directive for the Rockaways when a hurricane is approaching is evacuation, an
expensive and rarely feasible action for the thousands of residents who live in
lower-income neighborhoods, or for those who live in shelters or nursing homes.
When I asked Assistant Commissioner Pribram what residents with these concerns
should do, she shared that the city offers assistance for those who can’t evacuate on their
own. She was unable to comment on what happens to residents when they return to
damaged homes or need resources long-term, other than relying on partner

organizations like The Red Cross, which experienced its own accountability and
transparency issues following Sandy.
We wanted to created an additional resource guide for the community. To be clear, it’s
not intended to meet approaching storm concerns, as the local news and the city do a
well-enough job warning citizens of safety concerns. But the resident we spoke with
weren’t aware that the city had an app or online emergency plans until we shared our
Medium posts.

The Rockaway Project
By introducing ourselves, explaining what we learned through our extensive research,
and confirming directly with over 50 residents to ensure our proposal reflected their
needs, we were able to create TheRockawayProject.org (screenshot of homepage below).

It’s a website that centralizes storm recovery and resiliency information from the city,
state and federal government. It has a few of the audio stories we've collected from
community interviews and a place for people to fill out our prototype survey.
Soon it will track the dozens of resiliency projects across the peninsula, including how
much money was allocated and how far along they are to completion. We hope to
incorporate a map that displays where these projects are as well.
As requested by the community, the site will host a forum where people can post their
concerns about recovery issues in their neighborhoods, and share pictures showcasing
the status of their own home repairs.

With The Rockaway Project site, we hope that residents and researchers will have the
visibility they want into the government’s response efforts. And, furthermore,
newsrooms will have access to this community data, especially important when
reporters aren’t able to be present in the community as often as they’d like.

If We Build It
During our final semester at the Newmark J-School our program director Carrie Brown
and adjunct co-professor Rachel Glickhouse had students track their progress towards
their practicum with journals. This weekly assignment really helped me understand
what progress and growth looks like in social journalism. It also helped me, Lakshmi
and the rest of the program’s graduating class recognize that our practicum isn’t based
on deadlines and bylines but on relationships and impact.
The climate concerns of this community, from west to east, haven’t been fully addressed.
There are still questions they want and deserve answers to. The racial and resource
disparity that was present prior to Sandy are simply more obvious now.
We are working to form a partnership or collaborative effort between the local
publication The Wave, The CITY and a few of the civic groups to help continue this work
on recovery accountability and resiliency transparency. We are still pursuing the FOIL
data and will continue to build out The Rockaway Project.
Sea levels have risen by a foot in the last century around the peninsula, and will rise by
another two feet in the next 30 years. I believe engagement journalism before and after
a climate-intensified storm hits will critically change how cities and communities
recover from them. A website that centralizes recovery and resiliency project
information is a solution for the Rockaways. The solution for Miami, Houston, Boston,
Virginia Beach, and other American cities could be different. Engagement journalism
can help outline that solution.
Climate change will create stronger storms, stronger than Hurricane Katrina, Sandy,
Maria, and Dorian. More cities will be affected, if not devastated by droughts, wildfires,
floods and more. Climate injustice and climate gentrification will become the norm, and
not the anomaly. How journalists report and track recovery and resiliency efforts will be
crucial as society begins to adjust to a warming planet.

Reflections
Over the course of this program, I learned a great deal about the differences between
traditional and social journalism. Not everyone I met in the communities I covered,
from the climate skeptics and environmental activists to the locals in the Rockaways,
were excited to see reporters. It was clear that some had previous experiences with
journalists that did not result in the change or impact they wanted and expected to see.
While we didn’t make promises to change lives, Lakshmi and I made a commitment to
doing the best we could to find effective solutions to challenges experienced by the
Youth Climate Movement, environmental justice groups and the Rockaway community
by being present as often as we could. We uncovered the concerns of the Rockaway
community by consistently going back as often as we could to listen and ask questions.
These individuals shared our work and website not because it would help us but because
it would help them and their neighbors. And that’s what makes social journalism
different; it’s not about deadlines and bylines, it’s about service and impact.
I reported on the actions, needs and demands of my varying communities of skeptics,
activists and residents, perfecting my writing and social crafts, growing both my
audience and my presence in the climate change journalism community. These stories
and posts led to my invitation and participation in the Lemonade Climate Action Panel
during NYC’s climate week in September 2019.
Soon, scientists, communicators and climate organizers were reaching out, via Twitter,
LinkedIn and Facebook, wanting to learn more about me and how social journalism
works in addressing climate change and injustice. What more could a budding
engagement journalism ask for?

Looking Forward
Well, in short, a job! Armed with a practical understanding of social journalism and how
effective it can be in uncovering issues and finding solutions, I will approach the climate
skeptic community once again. I’ve begun a new chapter of my life as a Junior Research
Reporter with First Draft News, helping to track and report on misinformation. It may
be a prime opportunity to study the information ecosystem around climate change
denialism and what role journalists can and should play in reporting on them. I’m
excited to see the impact I now know I can have on the conversation and education
around climate change.

Appendix Of Degree Highlights
Title: The NYC Environmental Concerns Discussion Group
Course: Community Engagement, Fall 2018
Summary: In order to continue my conversations with individuals in the climate
activist community, I created a Facebook group. Members can post, comment and share
their thoughts, links and articles on issues that concern them. It was also a place where
Lakshmi and I could share our engagement work.
Process: Users would have to answer a brief survey in order to gain access; this was to
ensure the community would enter knowing that its based on environmental concerns
in New York City and not necessarily nation or worldwide. Polls and questions by myself
and Lakshmi resulted in increased engagement. Additionally, some traffic to my
Medium page would come from this Facebook group.
Title: A Just Transition in NYC - Community Action on Climate Change
Course: Advanced Reporting for Social Journalism, Spring 2019
Summary: An audio report on community members bringing awareness to
environmental issues to their neighbors through activism, lobbying, and outreach.
Process: I attended a membership meeting with WEACT for Environmental Justice in
Northern Manhattan, interviewing attendees with a lav microphone and my iPhone. I
participated in an asthma walk with the Lincoln Hospital Community Outreach
Program to bring attention to high asthma rates in the South Bronx. I interviewed
attendees and medical professionals with the Marantz recording device. This project was
shared on WEACT’s website and on their social media. In the future, I would try to
interview people before the walk rather than during it to avoid audio and attention
issues.
Title: New York’s Climate Change Laws
Could Turn the Tide on Asthma
Course: Data Skills, Spring 2019
Summary: A Medium story using data
visualization techniques to showcase rising
temperatures, fumes from car exhaust and
health effects on low-income areas and
communities of color in New York City.
Process: I used Infogram and my Github
account to create interactive and
approachable visualizations detailing car
pollution and indoor environmental
complaints over time in New York City. I

learned that data can’t be effectively visualized in any way; the visual is determined by
the dataset.
Title: The Climate Crisis in New York City: An Audio Profile
Course: Advanced Reporting for Social Journalism, Spring 2019
Summary: I produced an audio interview with Patrick Houston, the Climate and
Inequality Campaigns Organizer with the non-profit organization New York
Communities for Change. The slideshow captures Houston explaining the importance of
lobbying and mobilizing the community to push City Council to pass Intro. 1253, also
known as the Dirty Buildings bill, and what it could mean for the future.
Process: Using the Marantz audio equipment, I asked Houston wide-ranging questions
about his journey into the climate movement. I then photographed him at different
community and environmental events around the city to highlight his story.
Title: During Superstorm Sandy: Wanda’s Story, The American Heat Wave is Here
Course: Community Practicum, Summer 2019
Summary: An Instagram Story using images taken in the Rockaways with text
describing what people should do during the July heat wave to stay safe.
Process: After visiting the Rockaways in July to meet with community members,
Lakshmi and I decided to make several Instagram stories for the Instagram account
Archives of Earth that she created in the spring.
Title: Media Climate Strike, Strike With Us, The CNN Climate Town Hall, Climate
Strike Day 2019
Course: Community Practicum, Summer/Fall 2019
Summary: As part of my summer engagement work with the climate community, I
created several Twitter threads showcasing their activities and my social reporting skills
as developed in my Social Media Tools course in Fall 2018.
Process: Many of my Twitter threads on the climate movement gained popularity
because I acknowledged three specific practices: tagging the right accounts, engaging
visuals and trending hashtags. Knowing which of these works best with each community
and event was critical in achieving the highest reach and engagement.
Title: The Strike is Just the Beginning
Course: Community Practicum, Fall 2019
Summary: A Medium post detailing the efforts of New York City students who skipped
school in order to make a global statement on the climate crisis.

Process: I joined the youth climate movement as they built up their strike coalition
over the summer. This culminated on Friday, September 20, where Lakshmi and I
tweeted, photographed and reported on the global strike in Manhattan.
Title: Rockaway Resident Survey, Homeowner Survey
Course: Startup Sprint, Fall 2019
Summary/Process: The Rockaway community is active more offline than online.
Paper surveys were created for residents to fill out, providing quantitative and
qualitative data to support our reporting process.
Title: Wildfires in California
Course: Broadcast Live, Fall 2019
Summary: As part of my Broadcast live class, I wrote the anchor prompt and read my
on script live on-air.
Process: The anchor and reporter script were researched and verified for an accurate
report. My standup was produced live, near Bryant Park, with the use of the broadcast
studio’s Skype function, a monopod, my iPhone and bluetooth Airpods.
Title: The Rockaway Call to Action Report
Course: Broadcast Live, Fall 2019
Summary: The final project for the Broadcast Live course included a live shot, live
toss, a produced package. The story I covered was on the Rockaway Call to Action
advocacy group whose organizers I met over the course of my engagement reporting.
Process: I used my phone, a lav mic and a monopod to record the package, and shot
my stand up in the Broadcast Studio. I obtained prior approval from Pastor David
Cockfield and organizer Yvaine Gibbs to record parts of the meeting.
Title: Storm Prep Bot
Course: Design and Development, Fall 2019
Summary: Using an automated communication platform called Dexter, I created a
digital exchange of tips and advice for Rockaway residents in the event of an
approaching storm.
Process: I entered information directly gathered from interviews with the city’s Office
of Emergency Management on the platform’s backend, edited its functionality and
deployed the embed on our website.
Title: The Rockaway Project
Course: Community Practicum, Fall 2019

Summary: As part of our final practicum, we created a website that centralizes storm
recovery and resiliency information for the Rockaways from the city, state and federal
government.
Process: Lakshmi and I gathered the information through in-person interviews, group
presentations, dozens of surveys and several feedback sessions. We produced the
content residents told us was most important to them following the storm’s destruction
in the region. We uploaded this work to the Wordpress site so residents could continue
learning about the efforts of the city following the numerous recovery and resiliency
projects initiated for the area.

